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Interval operators ofa function strip obtained by splitting thegiven Lipschitz 
matrix A = B - C are discussed. Using these operators we can construct a sequence 
of intervals which converges to a limit interval, if the set of solutions ofa given 
function strip is not empty. Under certain conditions the limit interval isa fixed 
interval ofthe corresponding interval operator. The different fixed intervals and 
convergence factors for some splittings are determined. ‘i;’ 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In [8] we considered theinterval operator 
N(X) := P - A’G(.f) 
for enclosing the zero set of a system of equations depending on
inaccurately known data. A’ denotes aninverse ofan interval Lipschitz 
matrix A, and G(x) = [g(x), g(x)] is a function strip. 
In this paper we present further interval operators M(X) obtained bya 
splitting A = B- C, and we compare the conditions forconvergence of the 
iteration sequence 
If, for example, B= mid A, then we obtain the interval operator K(X), 
which was treated in [7]. In many cases convergence holds under weaker 
assumptions than in the case of N(X). 
Moreover, ifB is a triangular matrix and A’ = AG (Gauss inverse), then 
the number of arithmetic operations to determine A’G(x) is U(n2) instead 
of O(n3) in the general case. IfB is a diagonal matrix we have only O(n) 
operations forthis computation. 
After some preparations n Section 2 we define the interval operator M 
in Section 3 and discuss conditions forafixed interval of M. In Section 4 
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we give some properties of the interval operators M and apply these results 
to the iteration in Section 5.In Section 6 we consider the interval operator 
for the midpoint splitting A = mid A - E . rad A. The Gauss-Seidel splitting 
A,= L - R is treated inSection 7,the Jacobi splitting A = D - C in 
Section 8,and the splitting A = mid L - (rad L+ R) in Section 9.
2. NOTATION AND SOME LEMMATA 
The terminology f this paper follows Krawczyk and Neumaier [8]; but 
for convenience of the reader, some notation is repeated. Small Latin letters 
denote real values (vectors, matrices) andcapital letters denote sets, inter- 
vals (interval vectors, interval m trices), and mappings. We denote the set 
of n-dimensional i terval ectors and n x n-interval matrices by OR” and 
OR”“” respectively, use mid X, mid A (or -t, ri) for the midpoint, rad X, 
rad A ‘for the radius, and 1x1, IA ) for the absolute value of XE OR” and 
AEOR”““, respectively. 
Moreover, weset OD := {XE OR” 1Xr D}. The unit matrix is written as
e, and E := [ -e, e]. a(a) denotes the spectral dius ofa E OR” “. 
It will be assumed that he reader isfamiliar with interval arithmetic and 
the rules for adius, midpoint, andabsolute value of intervals. However, we
recall the equivalence 
Y?Xo [mid Y-mid XI drad Y-rad X. (2.1) 
An interval m trix A is called regular if a- ’ exists for all aE A. A is called 
stronglv regular if ci -’ exists and 
a(r) < 1, where r := liiP’l rad A. (2.2) 
Clearly, strong regularity implies regularity. 
(A ) denotes the Ostrowski operator (see Sect. 2 2 in [9]). An interval 
matrix A is called anH-matrix if (A) is an M-matrix. We use the notion 
of linear nd sublinear m ppings introduced in [9]. A sublinear m pping 
A’: 0 R” -P 0 R” is called aninverse ofthe regular interval m trix A E 0 R” x n if 
UK’XEA’X for all UE A and XEX; (2.3) 
it is called normal if or all XE OR”, 
rad(A’X) 2 IA’1 rad X, (2.4) 
and centered if
XE OR”, mid(A’X) = 0* mid X = 0. (2.5) 
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LEMMA 2.1. If A’ is a normal sublinear mapping and XE OR” with 
mid X = 0, then 
rad( A’X) = (A’\ rad X. 
Proof. From (8) in [9] it follows that rad(A’X) < (A’1 rad X. On the 
other hand, rad(A’X) >,IA’1 rad X by (2.4), hence quality holds. 1
LEMMA 2.2. Let x E R”, XE OR”, aE R” xn regular, and let a’ be a linear 
inverse ofa. Then 
6) a’.~ = a-‘-r, 
(ii) rad(a’X) = (a’1 rad X. 
Prooj (i) From (S 2a) in [9] and the linearity follows -that 0= 
a/(x- - x) = a’.x - a’x, hence 0= rad(a’x) + rad(a’x). Moreover, a-lx E a’x 
implies a - lx = a’x. 
(ii) rad(a’X) = rad(a’l) + rad(a’(E.rad X)) = Ja’J rad X (by linearity 
and (3.8) in[9]). j 
Later we shall need the following twolemmata. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let r, SE R”“” satisfy a(s) < 1 and r < s. Then 
a((e-r)-‘(s-r))< 1.
Proof: Since G(S) < 1 there is a vector z ER” with z> 0 and sz -C z. Then 
(s- r)z < (e - r)z and (e - r)-‘(s - r)z <z. The lasf inequality mplies 
a((e-r)-‘(s--r))< 1. 1
LEMMA 2.4. Let p E R”““, p+ := sup(p, 0), p- := sup( -p, 0), A = 
[a, a] E OR”““, SEA, s:=le-pA(, 
c, :=p+(a-a)+p-(a-a), 
cz:=p+(ti-a)+p-(a-a), and (2.6) 
c :=inf{c,, l}. 
Then c >/ 0 and the inequality 
le-pal <S-C (2.7) 
holds. 
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Proof: Let e-pA= [s,S]; then i=e-p+g+p-ii, _s=e-p+a+p-g, 
S<s, and -s<_s. Hence by (2.6) itfollows that 
e-pa=e-p+a+p-a=S-p+(a-a)-p-(ii-a) 
=S-C, 
=e-p+ii+p-a+p+(Z-a)+p-(a-_a)=J+c,, 
and 
which is equivalent to (2.7). fl 
3. THE INTERVAL OPERATOR MOF A FUNCTION STRIP G 
Let 
G(x) := [g(x), cs?(x)l (3.1) 
be a function strip which satisfies an interval Lipschitz condition, i.e., the 
real functions g and 2 both satisfy thesame interval Lipschitz condition 
gh) - g(xJ E Ah, -xA dx,) - &J E A@, - 4 
for all x1, X~E D, (3.2) 
where the interval Lipschitz matrix A is regular. 
Let 
X* := (xED(OEG(X)) (3.3) 
denote the zero set of G. 
Suppose that A is written i the form A = B- C, and let B’: OW + OIW” 
be an inverse ofB (see (2.3)). Then we define the interval operator 
M:OD-+OR”by 
if(X) :=A?- B’(G(I)+ C(X-2)). (3.4) 
Remark. With B= A and C= 0 we obtain the interval Newton 
operator dicussed by Krawczyk and Neumaier [8]. With B= ci, 
C = Es rad and ci’= 6’ (where GG denotes the Gauss inverse d fined by
(5.10) in[9]) we get he interval operator considered by Alefeld and Plat- 
zijder [ 11, and if a”= a’- ’then M(X) agrees with the interval operator 
K(X) introduced by Krawczyk [S]. By setting B= L (the lower triangular 
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part of A) we obtain the interval-arithmetic Newton-Gauss-Seidel method 
treated by Cornelius [2]and Schwandt [12]. 
For the following we assume that he inverse B’ is anormal and centered 
mapping (see (2.4) and (2.5)). 
If there exists a fixed interval 8= [I.? - rad 2, .f +rad 81 E D of M and if 
a(lB’l ICI)< 1, (3.5) 
then 
and 
mid G(i) =0 (3.6) 
radB= (e- IB’I CI))’ IB’I rad G(Z). (3.7) 
If we denote by A’ the fixed point mapping associated with the iteration 
Y k+l := B’(z+ CY,) such that A’Z := lim Y,, (3.8) 
k - z 
then under assumption (3.5), byTheorem 3.1, 3.2, Proposition 3.4, and 
Theorem 3.5 in [ 111, A’ exists and is a normal and centered inverse ofA. 
With 
p= B’(G(i) + CE) and f=i-8 
we obtain 
f= M(2) = f - A’G(i), (3.9) 
IA’1 = (e- lB’\ ICI)-’ lB’(, (3.10) 
and 
rad 8= IA’1 rad G(i). (3.11) 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE INTERVAL OPERATOR M 
In the present section we give some properties of M defined by(3.4). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the interval operator M be defined by (3.4) with a 
normal and centered inverse B’of B, let X* denote the zero set of a function 
strip G defined by(3.3). 
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Then, for X E 0 D : 
(i) X* c X implies X* EM(X). 
Moreover, ifg(x) and g(.~) are continuousl~~ differentiable, and if instead of
(3.2) the sharper condition 
gw E A, j’(x) E A ,for all XED 
is satisfied, then
(ii) M(X) G X implies X* S M(X). 
If; in addition, there xists a fixed interval 2~ D of M, then 
(iii) X* & 2. 
(3.2a) 
Proof (i) Let x* EX. Then by Proposition 3.1(v) in[8] and from 
(3.2) itfollows that 
x*=.+aa’g=I--b-‘(g-c(x*-i)) 
with a=b-CGA. gEG(.t), bEB, and CEC; hence 
x* E 2 - B’(G(i) + C(X- R)) =M(X). 
(ii) Let de [0, e] be a nonnegative diagonal matrix and g(x) := 
dg(x) +(e-d) g(x). Then by Proposition 3.1(i) n[S], g:= g(Z)E G(.?). 
Moreover, 
with 
g(x) - g = a(x, Z-)(x-Z) 
gdx,, -x2, ..., xk, -&+I, .. a,) 
- gi(xl 3 x.2, ‘*.P ik> -fk+ 13 ...? a,) >
a,(x, X) = x,-Zk 
if xk#.?.k 
2 (x1, .  .  ?ck, .fk +, , . . .f,,) if xk=gk. 
k 
Since g is continuously differentiable, a(x, ?)is a continuous matrix 
function, a dbecause of assumption (3.2a), a(x, R) E A for x, i E D. Let 
a(x, i) = b(x, n) - c(x, -t) be a splitting suchthat b(x, 2) E B and c(x, a) E C 
are continuous f nction, then it follows that 
x-b-‘(x, 2) g(x)=.f-b-‘(x, .<)(g-c(x, 2)(x-Z)); 
hence 
{x-b-‘(x, .f)g(x) I XEX} EM(X)EX 
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By applying the fixed point heorem of Brouwer, there exists a fixed point 
.Y: of the map x+x- b-‘(x, i) g(x); therefore we obtain g(xz) =0 and 
x$EM(X) for each d~[O,e]. By (4.2) in [S], X*=(x,*ld~[O,e])~, 
M(X). 
(iii) saconsequence of (ii). [ 
Remarks. 1. In [6] property (i)is called inclusion presertling a d
property (ii) scalled normal. 
2. Generally, M is not isotone, b cause ifB = A and C = 0 then we 
obtain the interval Newton operator, which is not isotone (see the remark 
in Sect. 5 in [S]). 
N,ext we shall give additional assumptions u der which M is-a strong 
interval operator (see definition in [6] ). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 be satisfied an
XE ID. If there xists a fixed interval YE [ID qf M, then 
rad M(X)-rad M(j?drad(B’A) IZ-.-i-( 
+ IB’I CI (rad X- rad 8). (4.1) 
Proof: Since mid(C(X- .i-)) = 0, if follows from (3.4) by sublinearity 
and Lemma 2.1 that 
rad M(X) = rad(B’(G(?i-) + C(X-J?))) 
d rad( B’G(I)) + I B’( ICI rad X. 
By applying Proposition 3.2 in [S] and Proposition 1 in [ 10) we obtain 
rad M(X)<rad(B’G(.i-)) +rad(B’A)II-.?I + (B’I (C( rad X. (4.2) 
On the other hand we have 
rad M(k) = rad( B’G(Ji-)) + (B’( Cl rad 2. (4.3 1 
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) together yield inequality (4.1). m 
If G(x) degenerates to a function g(x) and if B= ii ER” and ri’ is a linear 
inverse then rad 2= 0, and because ofLemma 2.2 we obtain instead of
(4.1) the known relation 
rad M(X) = Iti’1 ( C(rad X. (4.la) 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 be satisj?ed, let M
possess a fixed interval 2~ D, and suppose that 
a(rad(B’A) + IB’J ICJ )< 1. (4.4) 
Then 
M(X) 2 x2 8 implies X = 9. (4.5) 
Proof: Let M(X) 1 X2 X?. Then in view of (2.1), rad X< rad M(X), 
and (4.1) the inequality 
rad X- rad 8~ (rad(B’A) + (B’I ICl)(rad X- rad X) 
holds, othat 
(e-(rad(B’A)+ (B’( lCJ))(radX-rad &GO. 
Since (e- (rad(B’A)+ (B’I ICI))-‘80 because of (4.4), itfollows that 
rad X- rad X,< 0, and therefore X = 2. 1 
Remark. In [6] an interval operator iscalled strong if property (4.5) 
holds. 
5. ITERATION 
In this ection weuse the interval operator A4to determine an interval 
sequence {X, ), and we answer the question under which assumptions this 
sequence onverges to afixed interval of M. Before we do this, werecall 
from [8] that an interval ector X’is called stable with respect to A4 if 
X’EX implies X’ c M(X). (5.1) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G: D _C Iw” + UIW” be a function strip satisfying the
Lipschitz condition (3.2) with a regular interval matrix A and a splitting 
A = B- C, and let X* be the zero set of G defined by(3.3). Let M(X) be 
defined by (3.4) with a normal and centered inverse B’ of B. Suppose 
{Xk}F=O is an interval sequence with X,EUD, Xke ODu {@} (k= 1, 2, . .) 
such that X, + , = 12/ ifX,=% and 
X k+l :=x,nMX,) (5.2) 
otherwise. Then 
X k+,CXkC ..’ EXo, (5.3) 
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X, := lim, _~ Xk exists, and the following assertions hold: 
(i) If Xk=@for some k>O then X,,nX*=@. 
(ii) If X* # f2 and X0 1 X* then 
x,sx* forall keN, X,2X*, and M(X,)zX,. 
Moreover, ifthere xists a stable fixed interval J? of M then: 
(iii) If X0 ~8 then 
rad&+, -radXd(rad(B’A)+[B’[ (C()(radX,-radX). 
(iv) ZfX,??and o(rad(&A)+IB’I (C()<l then 
Proof Relation (5.3) isobvious. (i) as well as (ii) are consequences of 
Theorem 4.1(i), and M(X,) 1 X, holds because of continuity of M. 
(iii) Now assume that X is a stable fixed interval, i.e., X2 X implies 
M(X) 2 2. Then by X0 2 8 it follows that Xk 2 X for all kE N ; hence 
II, -i) < rad X, - rad X by (2.1). By applying Proposition 4.2 we obtain 
(iii). (iv) is a consequence of M(X,) 2 X, 1 X? and Theorem 4.3. [ 
Analogous toTheorem 6.3 in [8] we call 
t := rad(B’A) + IB’I ICI (5.4) 
a convergence matrix of M and a(t) the associated convergence factor. 
In the special case that rad G(x) =0 and ci’ is a linear inverse ofa’ =B, it 
follows from (4.la) that 
t = (a’\ (Cl. (5.4a) 
Remarks. 1. In [6] an interval operator M is called fixed interval 
preserving f every fixed interval of M is stable. 
2. The quality ofan interval operator M depends ontwo measures: 
1. IA’\ = (e- IB’( ICI)-‘JB’J (see (3.10)), 
2. the convergence matrix t =rad(B’A) + JB’I ICI (see (5.4)). 
In the following sections we consider different splittings a d compare the 
results for (A’[ and the convergence matrix t with those obtained byusing 
the Gauss inverse AC (see Example 1 of Sect. 7 in [8]). 
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6. THE MIDPOINT SPLITTING 
By choosing B := ci =mid A and C := E. rad A we obtain the splitting 
A = a’-- E.rad A, which we call the midpoint splitting. In this case we have 
M(X) = .f -ci’(G(.f) + E. rad A . rad X) 
(because (Erad A)(X-I)= E.rad A .rad X), (6.1) 
which is defined ifci’ exists. 
If 
a((ri’( radA)< 1 (6.2) 
then by (3.10) 
IA’1 = (e- Iti’/ radA)-* Jci’l (6.3) 
exists, andthe convergence matrix (5.4) is
t = rad(ri’A ) + lci’( radA. (6.4) 
If the stronger condition a(t) < 1 holds then M is strong, and if, in 
addition, M possesses a table fixed interval 8~ X0, then the interval 
sequence d fined by(5.2) converges to 2. 
But we obtain a better result, if we assume that ir’ is a linear mapping. 
THEOREM 6.1. If the inverse tii’ salinear mapping and 
a(\&/ rad A)< 1 
then the interval operator M defined bv(6.1) isstrong, i.e., M(X 
implies X =2. 
Prooj Let a” be linear nd M(X) 2 X2 2. Then with the notation 
s:= (6’1 rad A and r := (5’1 rad A it follows from (2.1), (6.1), and 
Lemma 2.2 that 
(mid M(X) -mid XI = Imid(&‘G(a))l 
= jmid(ri’mid G( )) + mid(ti’(E radG(a)))1 
= [Z’ mid G(Z)/ < rad M(X) - rad X 
= lci’l radG(R) + 16’1 rad A rad X- rad X 
= I&‘/ rad G(.f) - (e-s) rad X; hence 
~&~‘midG(.~)(<Id’(radG(R)-(e-s)radX. (6.5 1
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Since by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 in [6], 
Ii-.<\ (e-r)-‘(jii-‘(1~‘midG(.f)l -cl.?-ll) 
d(e-r)~‘(/ri~‘midG(.~)l-Ici~‘I JradG(-t)-radG(.<)l), 
this yields together with (6.5): 
I.~-.~(d(e-r).-‘(I~‘(radG(.~)+(l~’I-Ici~’l) 
x (rad G(Z) -rad G(Z)1 - (e-s) rad X). 
Moreover, lrad G(-i-) - rad G(,<)l < rad A I.? - ,tI by Lemma 3.5 in [6], 
11-Z <radX-radX by (2.1) (e-s))‘(ri’l adG(i)=JA’I radG(.?)= 
radX by (3.11) and (6.3) lci-’ I 6 Iri’l by (2.3); therefore r < s and 
(e-r)-‘<(e-s)-’ because of a(s) < 1. Hence I,--? <rad X-rad X+ 
(e-r)-‘(.Y-r)I.?----. I < , and from Lemma 2.3 and (2.1) itfollows that 
which implies 
radX=radX and .2=1. 1 
The property “strong” is not sufficient for the convergence of sequence 
(5.2) toa fixed interval 2. But if, in addition, thefixed interval X is stable, 
then lim, _,% Xk = X by Theorem 5.1. 
This property holds indeed if a’ is a linear inverse ofci. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 be satisfied. If A4 
(defined bj, 6.1) possesses a ,fi.ued interval .%? c D then J? is stable, i.e., X 3 2 
implies M(X ) 2 2. 
Proof. Let Xz X. Then by (2.1), (3.11), (6.3), and Lemma 3.5 in [6] it 
follows ith the notation ofthe proof of Theorem 6.1 that 
^ 
(e-s) rad X= 14’1 rad G(1) 
< ((&‘I - ti-‘\) lrad G(,<) - rad G(a)] 
+(ci’l radG(.+)+cli-..? 
d(s-r)(radX-radk) 
+ Iri’l radG(a) +c(rad X- rad X), 
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which yields 
(Y -c)(rad X- rad 2) d la”/ rad G(1) +s rad X- rad Y? 
= rad M(X) - rad f. (6.6) 
By Lemma 3.3 in [6] we have 
~~-~.12-ri~‘midG(~)~~(r-c)(,~?-~~<(r-c)(radX-rad~). 
By inserting (6.6) weobtain 
Ii-i-Z’midG(1)1<radM(X)-rady, 
which by (2.1) isequivalent to M(X) 2 2. 1 
Therefore, the linearity of a’and the condition a( 16’1 rad A) < 1 guaran- 
tee the convergence of the interval sequence (5.2) toa fixed interval 2 of 
M, if 2 exists and X0 2 2. 
Remark. Generally, a fixed interval 8 of M need not be stable (see 
counterexample 5.3 in[ 61). 
Examples for an Inverse a’of a 
1. If we choose ci’=ci-’ then we obtain the interval operator K(X) 
which was introduced forsets of systems in[S]. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let A be strongly regular, i.e. c(r) < 1, where 
r = I&-‘[ rad A. Then the following assertions hold: 
(i) The inverse AM defined by the fixed point mapping (3.8) with 
B’=ci-’ and C=E.radA exists, and IAMJ =(e-r)-‘Ia-‘I. 
(ii) The interval operator 
M,:=.t-ti-l(G(i)+E.radA.radX) 
is strong. 
(iii) A fixed interval 2 of M, is stable. 
Proof (i) follows from Theorem 4.3 in [ll]. (ii) and (iii) follow from 
Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2. 1 
Remark. The statements (ii) and (iii) ofProposition 6.3 were also 
proved in [6]. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If A is an H-matrix, then A is strongly regular, and by 
Proposition 6.3the inverse AM exists. 
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Proof: This is a consequence of Theorem 5in [9]. 1 
The convergence matrix of M, defined by(5.4) inthis case is 
r,=rad(a’-‘A)+(a’-‘1 r dA=2r. (6.7) 
In particular, if radG(x) =0, then from (5.4a) itfollows that 
t,=r. (6.7a) 
2. With a’= GG (ci’ denotes the Gauss inverse introduced in [9]) we 
obtain the method of Alefeld and Platzoder [ 11. For special Lipschitz 
matrices itwas also treated bySchwandt [13]. These authors u e the 
notation IGA(A, 2) instead ofA’Z. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If 6 is regular nd 
rr( ItiGJ rad A) < 1, (6.8) 
then the following assertions hold: 
(i) The inoerse AM’ defined by(3.8) with B’ = CiG and C = E. rad A
exists, and 
lA”“‘l = (e- (tic\ rad A)-‘(tic\. 
(ii) The inverse AM of Proposition 6.3exists, and 
lAMl d (AMGI. 
(iii) The Gauss inverse AC defined by(5.10) in [9] exists, and 
/A’( < (AM’/. 
(iv) The interval operator 
MMG(X) :=z-fi’(G(.f)+ E.rad A .rad X) 
is strong 
(v) A fixed interval 2 of M,, is stable. 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.8in [ 111. 
(ii) By (3.7) and (5.12) in[9] we have 
(Li-‘1 = IK(lP)I $ (ciGI ; 
hence r= (a’-‘[ radA d (dG( rad A, 
a(r)<o(16GI rad A)< 1, 
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Proposition 6.3 can be applied, and
JAMI = (e-r)- ‘(tii-‘( <(e-IriG rad A))’ lciGl = JA”G‘(. 
(iii) follows from Corollary 4.8in [ll]. (iv) and (v): By (5.12) in[9], 
tiG is linear, therefore thassumptions f Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 are 
satisfied. m 
Remarks. 1. If A is an H-matrix with mid A = e or if A is a lower 
triangular matrix then (iii) ofProposition 6.5 holds with equality, because 
in both cases 
This follows from (2.10) in[8] or (5.4) in[9], respectively, and by (04) 
in [9]. 
2. If the Gauss inverse AC exists, then the convergence matrix 
rad(A”A) (see Sect. 7 in [S]) satisfies 
rad(AGA) b IAGJ rad A > /riGI rad A 2 Iri-‘l rad A = r 
since by Theorem 3 in [9] AG is normal; hence (2.4) and (3) of 
Proposition 4.1 in [ 111 can be applied. 
For the convergence matrix (6.4) weobtain in view of Lemma 2.2(ii) 
or, if rad G(X) =0, 
respectively. 
t MG = 2 lciGI rad A (6.9) 
t ,,,G = /ci’l rad A, (6.9a) 
Since the distance between Jci-‘( and (ciGl can be arbitrarily w dethis 
holds also for (A“” and I AMGI, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. 
[l-l, 1+2] 0 0 
A= 1 1 0 9 
[a-n,a+A] [a-i,a+1] [l-J*,l+ll] i 
where 0< 2 < 1 and c( >0 is arbitrary. We obtain 
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hence (CL\,, =0 and \ci’( 3, =2~ arbitrary. Moreover, 
IAMI = 
’ 1 
1-I 
1 
1-A 
21 
,m 
0 
1 
0: + 1” 
l-1 
0 
0 
1 
1-I 
Since A is triangular, iA”1 = IA”“I (see remark after P oposition 6.5) 
1 
1 - I. 
GI= -!- 
i- 
1-L 
2lcY + iI 
lAGI = IAM 
\ (i 4, 
0 
1 
LY + I” 
1-J. 
623 
and lAGI,, - (A”13, =2cz/( 1 - 1)’ can be arbitrarily large. 
The associated convergence matrices are 
by (6.7); 
2/l 0 0 
t MC= 2)” 0 0 by (6.9). 
1(1+2cY) 2/I 2i 
By comparing these convergence matrices with rad(A’A) (convergence 
matrix of N, using AC in [S]) we get 
2;1 
1 --RI= 
2A(l+a+I+2&) 
which can be much worse than t, ot t,,. Since in this example A is 
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triangular, (AMId IAGJ = (AMG(. Generally, it can also be that IAG( < (AM], 
as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let 
( CP-I, p+il A:= [-l-A,-l+A] [l-n, l+k] Cl, 11 > ’ 
where 0<A d 1 and p > 1. Then we obtain 
(AMG( =
’ 
(AGI =
p+;l 
i 
1 + (1-42+ (1 +A12 ___ - 
p + 1. p-l 
1+12 
(p-l*)(p+l*+(l -J)‘) 1+;1 i p-A 
1. p=2, l=l: only AC exists. 
2. p=3, i=l, 
,AG,=(“:’ ;)<lA”l=(: ;), 
AMG does not exist. 
3. p= 1, i= l/2: 
A MG does not exist. 
4. p = 17, i= 1 (in this case a(t) for all examples), 
< (AMGI. 
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The associated convergence factors for p= 17 and A = 1 are 
o(tM) = 0.642, a( t MG) = 0.676, a( fG) = 0.848. 
For this numerical example the differences are small. 
Tf A=0 then 
(A’M(L- l l<,AMG,=[AG,=& * ( > P+*1 P ( 
1 -t(Q) 1 
> p. 
Ifp+oc, then 
0 0 
lim IAM( = lim IAM’\ = lim IAG( = o 1 . 
P-+” P+a P’“- ( > 
In this example we have seen that AC can exist, although A is not strongly 
regular (if p = 2 and A = 1 then a( I) > 1 and AM does not exist). 
But the opposite is also possible: 
EXAMPLE 6.3. 
where P = [a - A, a + 11, 
0 G a, 1, ;L < a, O<A+a< 1, 
a<(a+i)’ A (a+1)2(3-2(a-A))-4al<1 v
a>(a-t;l)2 A (a+I.)2(3-2(a+I))< 1.
Hence A is regular, 
21( 1+ 3a) 
~(r)=~(l~~‘1radA)=~1~a~~1+2a~. 
If a= ;I =f then AG does not exist, because the Schur complement C(A) of 
the triangular decomposition is not regular (see Remark 3of Theorem 3in 
[9]). A is regular but not strongly regular. 
2. If a= & and A = & then o(r) c 1, i.e., by (2.2) A is strongly regular; 
hence AM exists. Butthe Schur complement is
1 
-( 
[549,864-J [ -11,549] 
=(A)= 1225 C-11, 5491 [549,864] ’ 
which is not regular. 
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Also A”” cannot exist for this example. This follows directly from 
Proposition 6S(iii). 
But if we precondition A byci-’ then (K’A)’ exists, because g(r) < 1 
implies that &‘A is an H-matrix (by Theorem 5in [9]), and therefore we 
can apply Theorem 4in [9]. 
Remark. Example 6.3 is similar to an example constructed by 
Neumaier [9]. 
7. GAUSS-SEIDEL SPLITTING 
A triangular splitting reduces the number of numerical operations, e.g., if
B= L is a lower triangular interval m trix and ZE OR”, then we need only 
O(n’) arithmetic operations to compute LGZ, instead ofO(n3) operations 
for the computation of AGZ. 
Remark. This method was also considered by Cornelius [2]for real 
functions g(?r). 
Let B := L and C := R, where 
L, := A*k 
if k&i, 
0 if k > i, 
and 
R, := 
0 if k<i, 
-A,k if k>i. 
(7.1) 
We assume that L is regular, i.e., 
OgLii for i= I, . . n. (7.2) 
Then L” = LF exists, andit is a normal and centered Gauss inverse ofL. 
(LF is defined inSect. 5 of [9]). 
The interval operator (3.4) takes the form 
M,(X) := z-2  LG(G(.f) + R(X- a)), (7.3) 
and the convergence matrix (5.4) is
t, := rad(LGA) + (LG( RI. (7.4) 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Under assumption (7.2), if
dlLGI IRI)< 1 (7.5) 
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then the inverse AS defined bythe fixed point mapping (3.8) &h B = L and 
C = R, and the Gauss inverse AG exist. Moreover, 
lA”IdjASI=(e-(LGI IR()~‘ILGI. (7.6) 
Proof. Assumption (7.2) implies that L is an H-matrix, and by 
Lemma 8 and Lemma 10 in [9] it follows that A is an H-matrix ff (7.5) 
holds. Then by Theorem 4 in [9] AG exists, andby Theorem 9 in [9], 
(A) = (L) - (RI, and (L) = (LG( we have 
Remark. If, in addition to(7.5), mid A = e, then by (2.10) in[S], 
equality holds in (7.6). 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Let 
A= Cl6 181 CO, 21 
( c-2,01 > [I, 11. 
The interval m trix A agrees with that of Example 6.2 for p= 17 and 1= 1. 
We have 
‘ASI =
0.083 0.167 
0.167 1.333 > 
> IAMGI > (A”\, 
and the convergence factor yields 
a( ts) =0.891 > a( tc) =0.848. 
8. THE JACOBI SPLITTING 
Another triangular splitting is the Jacobi splitting. If D is a diagonal 
interval matrix and Z E OR” then we only need n interval divisions to 
compute D’Z. 
Remark. This method was also applied byHansen [3]. 
Let B := D. where 
Dlk := 0”” 
if i=k, 
if i#k; 
(8.1) 
C,k := 
0 if i=k, 
-Aik if i#k. 
409 136 Z-20 
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We assume that D is regular, i.e., 
04Di, for i= 1, . . n. (8.2) 
Then D” = D-’ exists, andthe interval operator (3.4) gets the form 
M,(X)=.?-D~l(G(f)+C(X-,~)) (8.3) 
with the convergence matrix 
t,=rad(D-‘A)+ (D- ‘( /Cl. (8.4) 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let assumption (8.2) besatisfied. IJ in addition, 
dlD-‘I CI)< 1 (8.5 1 
then the inverse Asdefined bythe $xpoint mapping (3.8) and the Gauss 
inverse AG exist. and 
(A’/ < lAJI = (e- /D-II CI)-’ ID-II. (8.6) 
The proof is analogous tothe proof of Proposition 7.1. 
In order to compare the Jacobi splitting with the Gauss-Seidel splitting, 
we give the following 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Zf a( jLG( IRI) < 1 or a( ID-‘( [Cl) < 1 then the inuerse 
A’ as well as AS exist, and 
lAJl = /AS/. 
Proof This follows directly from Lemma 8, Theorem 4, and 
Theorem 9in [9]. 1 
EXAMPLE 8.1. For the matrix A of Example 7.1 we obtain 
a(t,)=0.811 <a(t,)=0.981. 
Since (AJ( = I AS( by Proposition 8.2 we find the result inExample 7.1. 
9. COMBINATION OF GAUSS-SEIDEL SPLITTING 
AND MIDPOINT SPLITTING 
Another possibility of splitting is 
B:=l=midL and C:=R,:=R+EradL, (9.1) 
where L and R are defined by(7.1). 
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We assume that 
mid Aii#O for i= 1, . . n. 
Then I’ := I-’ exists and we obtain the interval operator 
M(X) = 2- P(C(2) + Ro(X- i)), 
Since R, = A - r we can write (9.3) as
M(X)=I-t-‘G(.~)+I~‘(I-A)E.rad X  
But we get abetter interval operator if we define 
(9.2) 
(9.3 1 
M,(X):=.<-I-‘G(Z)+(e-I-‘A)E.radX, (9.4) 
because of(B22) in [9]: M,(X) z M(X). 
Remarks. 1. i- ‘A can be interpreted as preconditioning f A by I-’ 
instead of6-l. Among other things this interval operator occurs in[7] for 
the case that rad G(X) =0. 
2. It is also possible to choose I’= [‘(Gauss inverse) in (9.3). In this 
case we need only O(n’) arithmetic interval operations to compute 
r’(G(.f) + R,(X- Z)). We leave details to the reader. With 
(9.5) 
the convergence matrix (5.4) is
t,=rad R’S IR’(. (9.6) 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Under assumption (9.2) and 
a(lR’I)< 1, (9.7) 
the inverse AC (defined by (3.8)) and the inverse AM (of Sect. 6)exist, and 
lAMI d (AC1 =(e- IR’I)-’ I/‘-‘1 (9.8) 
holds. 
Proof. Let (9.7) be satisfied. Then we can apply Theorem 3.2, 
Proposition 3.4, and Theorem 3.5 in [11] with the normal sublinear 
mappings S = I- ’ and T = R’. Hence the Iixpoint mapping (3.8), denoted 
AC, is a normal and centered inverse ofA, and (3.10) yields IA’1 =
(e- jR’I)-‘l~~‘j. 
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By Theorem 6in [9] (9.7) implies that A is regular too; hence tii-’ and r 
defined by(2.2) exist, and it follows that 
O(r)=~(Je-ci~‘A/)do(Je-I~‘AI)=a(IR’I)<l. 
Therefore A is strongly regular nd A ” exists. Moreover, from Lemma 3 in 
[4] follows 
Iti- ‘1<(e-r)(e- jR’I) -’(I- ‘I. 
Multiplication with (e - Y)~ ’b 0 completes the proof of (9.8). 1 
Next we compare AC’ with AS (Gauss-Seidel splitting). 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let A = L - R be the Gauss-Seidel splitting (7.1) for 
which assumptions (7.2) and (7.5) are satisfied. L t A= I- R, be the 
splitting (9.1), satisfying (9.2) and (9.7). Then 
(AC1 d [ASI. (9.9) 
Proof I-’ exists because of(7.2), and by (3.7), (5.4), (5.12), and(04) 
in [IS]: II~‘I=l~(lG)JdllG/=(I)~ ‘, IL”I=(L>-‘, and (L)=(l)- 
rad L hold. Hence by (7.6), (9.5), (9.8) and If- A( = rad L + (RJ we obtain 
[AC1 =(e- IR’I)-’ jl-‘( = e- (e-[-‘A()-’ lk’l 
,<(e-llplJ I -A/)-‘)lp’/ <(e-(~)plI~-AI)-‘(~)pl 
=(I)-(radL+IR())-‘=((L)-JRI)-’ 
= (e- JL’J IRI)- ’ IL’1 = [A”(. 1
An advantage ofoperator (9.4) isthe fact that Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are 
also valid. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let a( IR’I) < 1, where R’ is defined by(9.5). Then the 
following assertions h ld: 
(i) The interval operator (9.4) isstrong, i.e., M,(X) 2 X ~2 implies 
x=2. 
(ii) If M, possesses a fixed interval $, then J? is stable. 
The proof of these statements is analogous to the proofs ofTheorems 6.1 
and 6.2. In these proofs Lemmata 3.1 through 3.5 of [6] were used. If we 
replace i~’ by an arbitrary regular matrix pE R”““, r by (R’I, and 
Lemma 3.1 in [6] by Lemma 2.4, then Lemmata 3.2 through 3.5 of [6] 
remain valid, and with their help we can carry out this proof, which we 
leave to the reader. 
Under the assumption of Theorem 9.3 the sequence {Xk) of the iteration 
(5.2) converges to afixed interval 2 of M,, if J? exists. 
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EXAMPLE 9.1. For the matrix A of Example 7.1 we obtain 
(AC\ =
0.083 0.167 
0.167 1.333 > 
= IAt 
and 
t, = 0.759 < ts = 0.891. 
The reason for the quality of JACJ and /AS] is the fact that in this example 
I-‘= If-11 = (I)-’ and I[-]([- A)1 = /[-‘I I -- AJ. Generally, IACJ can be 
much better than IAS(, e.g., if/I- ‘( < (I)-’ (see Example 6.1). 
Remarks. 1. If we combine the Jacobi splitting and midpoint splitting, 
we obtain similar results. 
2. Further splitting, where B is a real M-matrix are discussed by 
Schwandt [12, 131. 
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